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Magic Mirror Booth
LET PICTURES
TELL YOUR
EVENT STORY.
“EASILY THE
BEST PART OF
OUR EVENT. WE
STILL TALK
ABOUT HOW
MUCH FUN IT
WAS!”
STANDARD PHOTOBOOTH

REDEFINING THE PICTURE-TAKING EXPERIENCE
This exclusive photo experience is exactly what the modern day bride is looking for. A glamourous design fits
seamlessly with your decor. Your guests interact with the mirror, which includes colorful animations and drawing your
signature right into the picture! There’s no other booth like it in New Mexico, allowing you to entertain your guests in a
way they’ve never seen before.

ABQ Party Pix bring you options when it comes to your photobooth experience. Our
standard booth allows your guests to become part of the fun and entertainment. Each time
you enter our booth you are given the option of color or black and white strips that print in
less than 20 seconds. All guests walk away from each session with a 6x2 inch photo strip. All
our Wedding Packages include an extra strip that our attendants put into a memory book
that your guests sign.

CUTSTOMIZE YOUR SELFIE
Choose from an array of features such as animations, animated sayings displayed in the mirror, touch screen neon

Give your guests the classic photobooth experience and a high-quality gift that will remind

photo signing, photo filters, an interactive “screaming contest,” and a colorful number countdown. You can also

them for years how much fun they had at your event.

customize your photo design and layout.

BOOK TODAY

SIGNATURE BOOTH

PREMIER BOOTH

EXTRAS

Up To 4 Hours Of Time

Up To 6 Hours

Idle Time $50/hr

Fun Props (hats, masks, etc)

Custom Strip Design & Layout

USB Drive $25

2 Booth Attendants

Props

Magnetic Frames $1.50 ea

Online Gallery

Online Gallery

L- Shaped Frames $1.50 ea

Everyone Gets A 4x2 inch strip

2 Booth Attendants

Universal Scrapbook $50

Prints On Site

Unlimited Strips & Sessions

Custom Scrapbook

Photo Filters

Free Scrapbook for Weddings

Discounts Available

Interactive Mirror Booth
Fun Props
6x4 Inch Photos
Online Gallery
Everyone Gets A Photo

$1199 + TAX (up to 5hrs)

$799+ TAX
$799

$899 + TAX

